Abstract complexes have been defined by J.
for at most a finite number of El"
1 . The dual K* here is to have the property where ju# is an abbreviated notation (compare loc. cit., p. 346 (c) ). This is in order that a fourth postulate IV. Ki (£?•££) = 1 may be added to I-III (loc. cit., p. 350), where Ki means Kronecker index, the sum of the coefficients of the elements of the zero-chain in question. Here C is a £-chain of K, D a g-chain of X*, p>q.
It is well known that when K is a simplicial or polyhedral manifold, for every pair £f, E J Q , p'èq, an intersection can be defined which is a chain of the simplicial regular subdivision of K. And when K is an arbitrary simplicial complex, the intersection is on K and hence simplicial. Here it is shown that for any complex the intersections E^-E^ can be regarded as integral chains of a simplicial complex K T . This complex will be defined abstractly by means of its vertices of. The first definition is for p = q:
(where • replaces the O of the article cited). (1), (2), to prove the formula III (p. 350, loc. cit.) :
III. F(El-E$~(FE$)-E{ + {-iyEl.(FE$.
When g = £-l, r = 0, (2) gives ^•E^1=/i^of" 1 . Using the rule for the boundary of a simplex given by its vertices, we obtain FCJEf-E^i)»/^^1-^). By formula (2) (loc. cit.), its dual, and (1),
£f-(F4-i) = (-l)%^f
which verifies III in this case. When q<p -l 9 
= Z AdC-^) + (-D*" E MM (£?-^0
which by Lefschetz's article, formulas (2) and (1), is the right side of III.
